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Call Script 

Hello Senator, piercing and apportioned  
Below the lazing drones we summer  
In the consequence of keeping  
Full charge with the real Reality  
Winner. Senator, dinosaurs are somewhere  
Rooting for us, –  the fables of Faubus,  
Foibles of gooble gobble –  
Bird-ghost bodies & bone maps,  
Some pleasanter moments in the century of  
CSPAN community access.  
No one’s in charge, the situation’s  
The boss. If you do not ring the bell and 
No one’s on the platform this economy  
Can’t stop won’t stop. Theeese yeses, aaaare crying,  
These yeses have seen a lot of loves but  
They’re never gonna see another one like I  
Had with you, Senator. Only love’s infinite  
Divisions and finite indivisibles remain, a minor  
Limit in ancient imitation of democracy. If only  
I could live off the ice cream money,  
Safe and insured, unshaven and couth.  
Theeese yeses, I shall not wait to hang upon  
The count of your crook and starry vote  
But raise the black flag, and burn in white,  
Unplug me but from rainbow watts and nettles,   
Bank balance on sea snails to lay their eggs in moonlight  
Unsheathe this trusty conch and uncork its wild pitches 
Signal a flask of mermaid senators to swim ruggedly ashore 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Call script for messages I left on the Washington office voicemails of Republican Senators Susan Collins, 

Dean Heller, and Rand Paul in advance of Affordable Health Care Appeal vote while standing at the edge of 

Cambridge’s Annual Citywide Dance Party on June 30, 2017.   
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Terms & Conditions 1 – Very Nervous  

 

Your passport, please. May I see your green card please? Are you together? I’m traveling alone. I’m 

traveling with my wife. A friend. I’m here on business. On holiday. What is your address in A? How 

long are you staying here? How much money have you got? I have pounds. Dollars. Which is your 

luggage? Have you anything to declare? This is my luggage. I have only my personal things in it. 

Open this bag, please. Can I shut my case now? May I go? Where is the information bureau, please? 

Porter, here is my luggage. What’s the price for each piece of luggage? I shall take this myself. That’s 

not mine. Would you call a taxi? How much do I owe you?  

• 

The police were very nervous  

When we questioned him, he seemed very nervous,  

The man was very nervous and was sending hand signals to the locals.  

currently awaiting tonsillectomy. A is very nervous  

about the girl having this procedure in hospital. when he was interviewed, B appeared very nervous  

and was mumbling and visibly shaking. across the village the village elder became very nervous  

and wanted to know where we were going in the area and appeared very nervous  

throughout the duration. The general situation in the area is calm, although especially C’s side seems 
very nervous.  

They were all very nervous  

• 

Say you’ve worked in a supermarket for seventeen years.  

Ask how much the chicken is. 

Say you never eat meat. 

Say you like shellfish. 

Say you don’t want any dessert. 

Ask for the bill.  

Ask the waiter to bring the coffee to the table. 

Count in hundreds from 200 to 1000. 

Say nine years ago for ten days.  

Say three and a half hours ago.  
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Polar Bear and Rosé  
 

 

Say when      when 

in the kingdom of enough is enough is enough  

is enough     Say when      when    

Your favorite utopias lie unlisted among 

hypercolor presents & baked Freon pools  

from the city’s many working window units  when  

what I cannot stir is what I cannot ask   when 

so what I don’t know is what to say    when 

I have to say something like to hurl myself at the hill  

that scores everything unsummoned 

in a symphony for the school district’s  

thousand broken instruments  

with a bowed bass-line  

at the bottom of its vibrating wheel 

Let it be the cloud above, a leveler 

Above my tiny kingdom of buttercups               say when 

When you say say when and I say  when   when 

we both just about fill to the brim  

             without going over, then 
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Love Parade 
for Joe Cooper 

 

 

What’s with that row of black cars snaking from 

your dried-lilac-behind-the-ears distraction drama, 

a lonely lunch in the rational park? One moment 

bright enough to fill the half-frame with a hawk on 

chain/link, the next a sleazy midnight retrospective 

of the Empire State’s grittier days: each moral 

foyer’s lit a-flicker with little drunken siren jokes, 

glittery day-for-nights to jump the hitch off your 

shadow. The feels you’re outside of, at home 

without, the con/stella ruins coupled with ivory 

char sketches of Tuileries dresses and hi-hat 

revelers. Cut to: a daughter explains G-Chat as 

rupture in the disco scene: “My sainted aunt! 

Sainted Donna Summer, I remember yesterday’s 

revelry beveraged under…” infamously flushed in 

a synth laden gold room with disintegrating lusters, 

glitch-ridden electrostatic tweety mumbles. I feel a 

last dance coming on: conga line in mourning 

filling up emptiness, a stop bath peopled in 

unfinished neon, faces hungry without recourse. 

The heart-as-usual grid and groove was on the up, 

but the feel was off. Thus we turn to the streets in 

these times of treble. We tune these streets.  
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Poem on Joan Mitchell’s Birthday 

 
I could wake as if you weren’t already  
here    the light from my mouth to your  
eyes    the light from my eyes to your mouth  

all set to flourish, stranger,  

touch my shoulder with your glove  

 

with as much parking as you can muster  

I love this part of New York  

I don’t live in – your coat  

on slow and volatile 

takes me home into the fading  

 

snap-cold cold snap 

carries its moon in a pail of blue hair  

belief me grief me beyond these walls of kale- 

reminiscent sweetness  

reaching out to anger  

asks for what it wants  

 

which is nothing, 

wild blueberry  

when I could  

in the middle of that blued & purple cinema 

the bandaid’s gone 

 

form shatters the void  

as a knife     slides off her palette   
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If It’s Not Love Then It’s The Bomb The Bomb The Bomb That Will Keep Us 

Together 
 

The wall with a door is something I had to have. – Georgia O’Keefe 

 

Things to do in the din: slip  

away, fall off, balk back double  

time. Turn down the bridge  

 

reverb in a robin’s egg. Cop  

a whisper. The universe is  

smaller in America. Scream. 

 

Walk the driest latitudes crushing on 

bustling pink flowers of a burnt gown  

grown wide with bark-fried tears. Radiate  

 

gaucho dusk. Wander out from blunderings,  

back to the street, empties in pockets,  

practice late capitalism with minimalist pan- 

 

ache: huddle vulnerable with soft  

secrets at the ATM brushed smooth  

by smooth jazz pouring down the crack  

 

of a lion’s ass. Seek loss in false stops  

or risks too loose. What’s nobler?  

Trust that lowers, lilacs. Also, memory.   

    

You’re the water in a congress  

of the best thing I can do  

today: get money off my mind.  

 

This isn’t fate, it’s just what you get.  

Really, who put the bomb in the bomb  

sh’bomb. Bloop. Still tested over the sea. 

 

A willow-spun joke, a fathom’s  

dumb depths. Tightly wished at.    

cusps        Crush out. Shimmer.       

 

Rest the rest in morning air’s 

illusions simmered into. 

Summon in summer faster.   
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Doom Brunch  
for Jared Hayes 

“Myth? Ray, has it ever occurred to you that the reason we’ve been so busy lately is because the dead 

have been rising from the grave?” “How about a little music?” – Ghostbusters 

my endless feed a hungry ghost a friend  

says Freud says “it is indeed possible to imagine  

our own death” like folding into mall-walkers  

seamless and without notice by the shuttered Orange Julius  

when 1999 was soooo 1984 in 1983 

like we don’t know we’re immortal as any other motherfucker out here 

The riders still riding, the raiders still raiding.  

The lovers’ hearts’ still.   

The let-me-put-my-beers-in-this-box-hey-fellas-wait-up-I-brought-this-box-I-think-it-would-be-

good-to-carry-some-beers-in kinda guys 

Still doing a thing as they climb the roof to watch the sky remove itself 

against each other upright to retreat from   

the pressure of stacking one on top of the other. 

We are a hospitable species, though to a fault;   

last night I dreamed you to a doom brunch: 

The city quiet street for a momentary etude when  

“nothing has recently found to be forever” 

if some friends forget the evite maybe another remembers  

Hey-guys-give-me-a-hand-with-this-box-we-can-carry-some-beers-in-together-guys?-nothing-has-

recently-found-to-be-forever 

The end of the world doesn’t matter, this box 

Doesn’t matter. The poem in the other room 

about making it to the end of the day to leave work early enough to get it together to have a little 

time to smoke one down to the last embers  

the splatter rise above 

rooftops baring steaming summer teeth, little  

disappointments and daring plights of city talk’s flights and burdens 

inherited and learned, the inconsistencies  

like loose beers in a box rattling around  

the burn of this ceremonial emoji incense stick 

with a thought for the dear departed lady 

The riders still riding, the raiders still raiding.  

The lovers’ hearts’ still  

flags    how about a little music?  

Over the bridge we go – a red right night   

beats to the ache of these electrolytic longings 
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Terms & Conditions 2 – Mountains Surrounding 

 

Sources are able to identify where in the mountains surrounding  

From several firing positions in the mountains surrounding 

cooperation of the local villagers by the mountains surrounding  

in order to facilitate his escape in to the mountains surrounding  

reported to still be in the mountains surrounding  

• 

Did you hear today’s news? There are problems in the Middle East. Yes, it’s a serious matter. What 

do people think about...? Agriculture is important for development. It’s good for...It’s not good for... 

developed countries, developing countries, ordinary people, rich people, poor people, aid 

organizations, workers, air pollution, charity, colonization, development, foreign aid, foreign culture, 

foreign debt, foreign investment, free trade, human rights, illiteracy, money, poverty, privatization, 

slums, standard of living, tourism, the underprivileged, urbanization, World Bank. 

• 

I was sleeping. 

He was talking to his wife. 

You were wasting your talents in the sales department. 

She was playing with her son. 

He was sleeping after a good dinner. 

They were thinking about their daughter. 
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Arsonist’s Daughter 
i.m. Bobbie Louise Hawkins 

 

 

A bald cypress, the lone witness: “If it weren’t for Madeline, grown  

and gone, snorting moonlight’s paragon grooves, mending 

 

Dresses hemmed of midnight suns some Oslo summer, 

we wouldn’t have much to argue,” sips rainwater in windturn.    

 

“She is not the daughter, it continues,” dipping its roots. “The father 

was a timid dolt, graceless and harmless. She is not the daughter;  

 

She is not sad laughter. Sparse remnants, dune memory. Resonance 

of touch.” The neighborhood mourns of some mighty fine dead. 

 

“She is flames, flames on the side of my face… heaving, breathless… 

heaving breaths. She is the arsonist.” Past ash’s limit, breaks  

 

From the honeybunch tangerine trench to this taut limit limb.  

Past as far as she can go, she does go. Heaving… breathless… 

 

Is limitless and conjuring. 
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Never Be Royals 
for Charlotte Seley 

 

 

The road from Providence is lit with many perils 

Bouncing oceans, burning from new moons 

Old stars mixing with snow and indiscreet 

Leaning, my faulty debutante flair, pale and fault- 

Less loose roost and more abandoned rope 

Of the snake lady, her diamonds bright fires 

In marshmallow clover    bustling fancy  

Free among trifles    reefs    glistening  

Riffs Lou Reed Stole i.e. The Black Angel’s Death Song 

From Getz and Gilberto Vivo Sohando 

Countering faults with offerings  

The road to Providence is lit with petty morals 

At the limit    this too timid limb    Priestess  

Who knows no compromise, the skull and rose 

Are equals, line august roads along these low low lands 
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Poem to be Read Aloud on the Corner of Massachusetts Ave. and 

Newbury St. on International Worker’s Day 
for Michele Lubowsky 

 

 
I was there  
with the strobers, for  
the thieves. I could read  
their heavy arrivals and  
smile anyway; why not? 
I’m only plodding along 
tagging bottomless cotton  
blends til this shift ends.  
Too tired to give. One  
morning – too early for stars –  
I passed k.d. lang 
eyes locked in her look  
that said don’t. So I didn’t.  
 
Barefoot hippies took the square the day Jerry Garcia died, I was there  
for the drum circles bleating crosstown tie-dyed poly-rhythms, waiting  
on Mister-Mountain-Dew-Baggy-Pants to replace me on the late shift  
 
I was there on time. 
When the old lady farts  
for the morning meetings  
we pretend not to hear.  
I was there to proof  
the memo the day she died. 
 
I was there for the changing rooms’ loose needles thousand-dollar  
wallets for the kindness of homeless man asking for King James mortar- 
boards textbook returns crossed bridges to soft Pluto, to empty out   
 
karma from the stolen tarot decks.  
I was there when the lady 
touched my forehead for the pulse 
of an aura as another puked Scope 
and both the colors changed.  
 
I was there when the Patriots lost to the Giants. 
I was there when the Patriots lost to the Giants. 
 
I was there to follow so many woke dreamers  
to the mattresses. Why was I there?  
For the feel of fitting in after all that time  
can I help can I help can I deny myself the question  
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step from behind the register, the back of my hand  
a makeshift blind against afternoon slants’ winter sunset:  
commerce – an open mouth emptying a ringing song  
I was there on corners for the work that wants  
the wheel that wants the drum to shake it all loose from 
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Poem to be Dropped into Encore Boston Harbor Resort and Casino 

Construction Site Everett MA  

Blood summons the diamond- 

harbor city wakes that long for 

net-lit passage, smoked copper 

dome mouth pouring sage-lipped 

incense nailed to concrete. 

Harbor the city in wakes 

that long for you, disgraced 

unions of smuggled blue 

elephant labrum, moss, 

labor’s musk. Continuation’s 

Busked out grace rents years 

in a tilt among climates for a sphinx 

eye to fill. Snow melts the pyramids 

releasing bones of tyrants, peaceful kings, 

forgotten golds from a rift orchard. 

Share these abandoned names 

with the storm that brings erosion 

in ragtime flu-braced floods, headless 

birds, free stuff museums of lost 

hoodies. Beneath torrents: violet skies, 

Deranged rovers beneath cap space, 

beneath tea-flooded tides. Vacuums 

the leopard from domesticate wheel 

fire, frailing and framming. Wash  

the Atlantic Rivieras out with foam  

Ash, lost deliveries, dismantled search 

engines. Blossom and return 

illusions on reckless city rewind. 

Blossom, oi urchin pattern 

fire-netted floors, resistant forests. 

Blossom and anew, release.
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Blossom Feedback 
 

 

burnt orange dry husk 

redemption centers 

in relation to crisp gala 

guests a cross between 

Frank & Scarlet (as if 

to land a difference 

toss a few stiff gardenias 

back into the mix & 

tomorrow we’ll sting 

peeling off the vine- 

heavy tangle sheer 

silhouette – morning’s 

blossom feedback – 

what rind remembers 

redeems them 

ancient parchments 

because tonight 

tomorrow belongs to 

dried orchids 

the exiled slung 

through fog to the 

Capitol, pistils in air  
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Terms & Conditions 3 – No Explanation 

 

He was detained for 7 days with no explanation  

this individual had no explanation why the ammunition was recently buried 

the head master currently was not in A, no explanation to his whereabouts was given.  

produce opium and those that do not. He offered no explanation  

river to recede before using the gabions. This explanation was in direct contradiction  

that he did not belong. After a more thorough explanation was given  

E bought a horse from F and paid by selling some land to F. Sometime after the deal F visited G 

and impounded money and the horse. No explanation was given 

• 

What is your religion? I am a Catholic Christian Hindu Jewish Muslim Orthodox Protestant. The TV 

isn’t working. How long can I borrow this for? He is possessed by buda. Where can I find 

protection from buda? I’m not a strict follower. I believe in God/Allah. I believe in destiny/fate. I’m 

interested in astrology/philosophy. Am I allowed to enter? Can I pray here? Can I watch? What time 

does the celebration start? What is the purpose of this occasion? When does the next service begin? 

This is my contribution to the monastery. 

• 

He used to sleep all morning. 

We were fifteen when we lived in Lisbon. 

You drank quite a lot when you were young. 

She used to come to the park every Saturday. 

Where were we going that day? 
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It’s Not The Heat, It’s The Fuck You 

 

The concept of FUCK YOU was created by 

and for the Chinese in order to make U.S. 

manufacturing non-competitive only so far 

into the future as the Services can 

reasonably determine that the conditions 

potentially posing a danger of FUCK YOU 

in the foreseeable future are probable. The 

FUCK YOU that we use is going to be 

transparent. It’s going to be reproducible, a 

national standard for FUCK YOU that 

allows auto manufacturers to make cars that 

people both want and can afford. We will 

also facilitate the development of FUCK 

YOU resources and reduce unnecessary 

regulatory burdens associated with the 

development of those resources. We’re 

ending intrusive FUCK YOU regulations 

that kill jobs, hurt family farmers and 

ranchers, and raise the price of energy so 

quickly and so substantially. It’s not the 

heat, it’s the FUCK YOU. This is what a 

balanced FUCK YOU looks like; a major 

freeze, weeks ahead of normal. Man, we 

could use a big fat dose of FUCK YOU. 
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Notes for Beast Narration 
for Tim Armentrout 

 

 

Hey pink cloud,  

unmask me 

Hey roommate at dawn 

pick me off the floor  

with your eyelash lagoon, 

stardust banter, backwards eloquence.  

Hey sprint of the beast, 

 

Let me climb onto your comb. 

Hey spirit of streets  

let your rain down  

on magnolia whispers  

with how heights speak  

confessions   

what leaves whisper,  

fumbles out the towers’ 

gold-leafed light rims  

tipped with parapets of loss 

 

How we are veterans of lust 

pinned equalizers 

bent torture and disorder 

the war with no whole,  

the warp with no keeper 

 

I hold on your green, hold  

to the shunt of your coast  

with my algaes of need  

soft as feathered Nike  

breached by scorpions  

twisted within dams’  

hippie jade & desert sunset  

vans, cadillacs of dawn-  

stripped wonder  

feather by feather 

molt a mauve puce  

a punk lean against the hood 

 

heathered by feather we flow  

heathered by feather we flow  
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heathered by feather we  

heather  

the breathing curtains’ wheel-gaw  

Hey ember untethered hum 

let me comb and be lost  

among hills’ rhombic might  

a pyramid kiss  

against a morning cloud  

against a gnashing gobbled class  

singing back against the roaring  
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Revelation  
 

 

I had a thought that I could change – Doug + Jean Carn 

 

Ok here comes grief 

winter, the metaphor, 

fails   , egg-hued 

mulberry and brown 

 

Winter, the distant bodied 

wolf’s claw blue 

displaced, fails  

   

 & did feel regret,  

& did burn  

sweetgrass, salt sage  

As an asking 

 

The birch shell upfalling  

through cloud-sheaths  

welled upon the rainblown sea 

 

Cutting through attachments  

a whirlwind’s impossible hymn –  

 

The silence inside me   

is named Unfolds   

from a wreathed galaxy    

poppied to the take :  

 

touch-chosen 

                   laughing 

                               kelp ring 

in the teeth of a rose-bladed rudder 
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Gold in Skeleton  
 

chord orchid 

‘s lone skid 

in orchard cherried 

suffers of thought –  

 o curl 

 my yurt for 

 a honeycomb   

intuit –  

 

a force devoured  

meat of cold rain 

struggling the rippled- 

out lightning twist 

along the mystic  

in 6/8 time    steeps 

 

what i forget  

moves the sun  

above your hospice 

gives through  

snow’s skylight melt  

its grace, grace 

  

i thank to know  

thank the thanks  

the goodbye’s have-been-knowns 
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You’ll Know When You Get There 

what does the journey teach 

the question of 

what does satori shroud 

the question of 

what did i forget to pack 

the question of 

universal consciousness 

a loud fart in a breadbasket 

bigger than a breadbasket 

space between whoever they are, wherever 

they need to go       and who they do go with 

the worm moon bells make sad watchers sew 

dog-eyed corsages to dance partners’ wrists 

mid-hoedown   puddles ring doseydows  

the price tag strung to a stringless harp 

melodies  still lift in silent offering 

there’s no question of that :: the melodies 

still lift         no question of 

loka       realm   or abode 
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Terms & Conditions 4 – Hold Him 

 

say you were eighteen  

say you lived in Oporto with your mother who was divorced 

say yes, but you wanted to see the world 

say you’d like to open a yoga centre 

say no, you’d like to stay in bed with a hot drink 

 

• 

We need to find this contractor and hold him  

new chief of police, H, but now does not hold him  

I ADVISED UNIT TO DETAIN INDIVIDUAL AND HOLD HIM  

the mosque and detained the individual and will hold him  

J assured K that if L had no reason to hold him  

encouraged M to re-engage with the Q to hold him  

The O is reportedly not in critical condition, and P are standing by to hold him  

• 

Can you help me? I’m lost. I’ve lost my passport. I’ve locked myself out of my room. My luggage 

hasn’t arrived. I can’t get it open. It’s jammed. I don’t have enough money. I’ve broken down. Can I 

use your telephone please, this is an emergency. Help! It doesn’t work. The lights aren’t working in 

my room. The lift is stuck. I can’t understand a single word. Can you get an interpreter? The toilet 

won’t flush. There’s no plug in the bath. There’s no hot water. There’s no toilet paper left. I’m afraid 

I’ve accidentally broken the... This man has been following me. I’ve been mugged. My handbag has 

been stolen. 
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Attempt to Notate the Origins of My Clothing  
 
 

Myanmar, USA, USA, Chi 
na, China, Korea, India, Chi 

na, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Mauri 

tius, China, Mauritius, Jordan, China,  

Sri Lanka, USA, China, China,  

Indonesia, Hong Kong, Mauritius, Sri  

Lanka, India, Bangladesh, Viet 

nam, India, China, China, Viet 

nam, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Hong Kong, Vi 

etnam, Indonesia, Indonesia,  

Cambodia, Bangladesh, India,  

India, Indonesia, Indo 

nesia, El Salvador, Indone 

sia, Hong Kong, Peru, Indone 

 

sia, Mauritius, Cambodia, Do 

minican Republic, USA, Ma 

laysia, China, India, Macau,  

Vietnam, China, Sri Lanka, China,  

China, India, Vietnam, Mauri 

tius, Indonesia, India,  

China, Bangladesh, Honduras, US 

A, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Indone 

sia, Bangladesh / India, Indone 

sia, Pakistan, Mexico, Honduras,  

Mexico, Costa Rica, Mexico,  

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia,  

USA, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, El  

Salvador, India, China, Nica 

 

ragua, China, Honduras, Trinidad  

& Tobago, Honduras*, Honduras*,  

Honduras, Honduras*, Lesotho, / Chi 

na, China, Hong Kong, China, Mongoli 

a, China, China, China, China, Hong Kong, Bang 

ladesh, China, China, China, Cambodia,  

China, China, China, Italy, China, Ma 

cau, / China, China, China, China, England, Chi 

na, Korea, USA**, China, Chi 

na, USA**, / Sri Lanka, Hong Kong, In 

donesia, Bangladesh, Philippines,  
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Jordan, USA, India, Colom 

bia*, USA, Macau, Bangladesh,  

Nicaragua, Indonesia, Sri  

 

Lanka, Mexico, Hong Kong, China, Bang 

ladesh, Mexico, India, China, / 

China, Vietnam, China, China, Chi 

na, China, China, Indonesia,  

China, China, China, China, China,  

Mexico, / Mexico, Mexico, Mex 

ico, Mexico, Mexico, Mexi 

co, Mexico, Mexico, Mexico, 

Mexico, Mexico / China, China, 

Cambodia, Dominican Repub 

lic, Honduras, Peru, Indonesi 

a, Honduras, / China, China, China,  

China, China, China, USA, Greece 

 
 

* with materials from USA 

**imported silk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

While clothes shopping, I took potential purchases into the fitting rooms of clothing stores – Kohl’s, Sears,  

J. Crew, The Gap – in shopping malls. Wearing the store’s clothes in the dressing room, I read aloud from 

the poem. Each stanza was cut into a t-shirt shape. The back reads “where am I from?” After reading each 

stanza, I placed the poem in the pants’ pocket and returned the unpurchased article back on the store’s shelf. 
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Auld Lang Signifier 

 

You are chosen to play a traditional song at the 

National Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony. Initial 

confidence soon turns to dread when you 

remember you haven’t played the song in a long 

while, cannot remember the melody, and are not, in 

fact, a pianist. Desperate pleas to spare yourself 

from public humiliation go unheard by the kindly 

but insistent lady organizers, and you cannot 

procure sheet music, or a spare piano to practice 

on. You have no other choice but to go along, and 

with a certain reserve, take your seat at the 

instrument as festive, patriotic crowds gather by the 

oval, the national orchestra and dueling orphan 

choruses are placed at the candied stage banks, and 

the cameras begin their slow, calculating zooms. 

Only later, awake in bed, will you realize that the 

score had been in the piano bench on which you 

sat, and due to sensitivities of aging instruments and 

their players to the season’s cold, the ensemble – 

yourself included – had pantomimed to a pre-

recorded soundtrack. For auld lang syne. 
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Begging Bowl  

 

 

the international space station: brighter today  

than venus (the goddess) as planets wave back 

as cosmonauts remember the whale mama  

carries her dead calf, current flowing backwards &  

around, rivering the source 

on air an activist says, when we say people we mean skeletons 

grief, sadness, outrage. winners, losers.  

old robe, new person. the current flows  

backwards & around you the first to sing to half a million beautiful expectant people of your  

generation gathered in a muddy field when your repertoire’s done but you need to keep 

singing because the next act’s not ready yet so you just sing whatever comes to heart like 

sometimes I feel like a motherless child sweating so much your guitar strap sticks to your dashiki 

while the guitar strings snap and listen 

when we sweat through the pores of our backs  

we glisten & shape the make of our song  

ringing back the shape of a begging bowl 

ringing back the shape of a begging bowl 
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Terms & Conditions 5 – My Friend 

Me and my friend got separated. I am okay but I can’t find my friend 

my friends be patient i will talk to him adel go to your own 

I AM WAITING FOR MY FRIEND AND THEN WE WILL GO UP TO THE HILLS 

Hashish so you can work good. If you have more, my friend likes that too. 

GOOD BYE MY FRIENDS GOOD BYE (SINGING). 

• 

Does this area have a problem with air pollution deforestation drought famine fertilizers irrigation 

pesticides soil erosion? What wild life is there in this area? What animal is that? Is it native? Are 

there any protected species? It’s a mammal/reptile. What do you call that bird? Is it poisonous? 

What tree is that? What is it used for? Where is a good place to see the stars? Will it be cloudy 

tonight? Look! A meteor! Full moon. Stars. Universe. 

• 

Who is your country’s prime minister?  

What is the main political party?  

What are conditions for immigrants like?  

The cost of living is/isn’t high.  

Education is free/expensive/cheap.  

Does the government provide social security? 

What is it made of? Is it pure gold? 
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The Beginning 
i.m. Joanne Kyger 

After a 2006 dream where Allen Ginsberg invites me to pick his set-list for a poetry reading in a medieval village 

barn. I choose a leather-bound volume called The Beginning. Awake, I discover Allen does not have a poem called The 

Beginning. 

The Beginning is for what i always want to be 

(no beginnings, and without reservation)  

where it seems you’ve always been.  

Tonight might not snow on the poor 

whippoorwill singing just delineations  

of emotion through bleak measure’s fair  

night outside the repertory of bad science 

fiction, my loneliest guilty pleasure.  

How fear keep us in wonder apropos  

democracy, cf. “do we really care about  

the magna carta?” or the always dream of being 

one of a billion breathing comets crashing 

around the tropic scientific expedition,  

we few’d be select not for expertise  

but for kindness & ability to learn & teach  

knowing the best “learn bring rest to others.”  

Chef, singer, poet-astronomer, fire-swallower,  

a hip old scientist like Kyger in a lab coat  

leads us daily to our study: soil effects on turtle 

migration, kelp flow on otter populations,  

sand in the eye on dispersals of methods.    

Slowly, what we learn from everybody: play  

ukulele in unique ways – i mean modern ukulele – 

identify each star song & bird fight to the solstice 

gifts us from this, our daily pain,  

take what we have from what we can continue  

giving away, return to one another’s friends  

i to yours, you to mine if you so choose   

take me to where you belong. 

Readjust to this new life of infinite divisions and  
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love’s indivisibles. learn from what we can, leave  

the rest behind in the greened-out seventies  

before-the-giant squid-attacks-me-kind-of-fear,  

 

with no locks, just respect the cucumbers  

we call friends & find some ways of fuller living inside  

the  ←  all  ↓  ways  ↑  dream  →  

where we do the daily waking  
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Notes 

Terms and Conditions – Texts are from WikiLeaks documents from Afghan War Logs, a Turkish-to-

English Travel Phrase Book for Tourists, and an English-as-a-Second-Language textbook for 

Spanish speakers.  

It’s Not the Heat It’s The Fuck You – Appropriated comments by President Trump and his 

administration regarding their climate change skepticism.  
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